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Abstract 

Home automation is a topic which gaining popularity day by day, because of large 

advantages. One can achieve home automation by simply connecting home appliance 

electrical devices to the internet or cloud storage. the reason for this surge demand of 

network enabled home automation is reaching the zenith in recent days for its simplicity 

and comparable affordability. Platforms based on cloud computing help to connect to 

the things surroundings everyone so that one can find it easy to access anything and 

everything at any time and place in a user friendly manner using custom defined portals. 

Hence, cloud act as a front end to access IOT. Here we are assuming a system which 

can control devices through wireless based network or cloud based approach. In project 

we use IOT based home automation system which goal is to develop a home automation 

system that gives the user complete control over all remotely controllable aspects of his 

or her home. The automation system will have ability to be controlled from a central 

host PC, the internet, and also remotely accessed via a packet PC with a windows 

mobile based application.  

Keywords: Automation, IOT, Relay 

 

. 

1. Introduction 

The home animation is control of home device form a central control point automation is 

today s facts where more things are being completed every day automatically. Usually the 
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basic tasks of turning on or off certain device and beyond, either remotely or in close 

proximity. The concept of the RF-based system is to use the underlying wireless data network 

such as IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi). The popularity of wireless networks at home has increased in 

recent years, and the advanced computer technology has made the personal digital device to 

commonly have the capability to communicate through the wireless network. Hence, it is 

suitable to use RF-based location determation system to estimate location of the personal 

digital device in a home environment with high data rate transmission, supporting multimedia 

application may be feasible in WLAN.  

 

One if the possible application is wireless network for home automation. Imagine a private 

home equipped with motion light temperature and other sensor actuators for opining the door 

dimming lights with a remote control as complex as setting up a network of items in your 

home (such as thermostat, security system lighting and appliances) that can be programmed 

using a main controller. The basic idea of home automation is to employ sensor and control 

system to monitor dwelling and accordingly adjust the various mechanism that provide heat 

ventilation lighting and other service. The automated “intelligent” home can provide a safer 

more comfortable and more economical dwelling. 

 

In an intelligent home automation system there are many possible solution for how and form 

where to control the automation system and single device a user interface can be a computer-

based system a mechanical switch a single light a loudspeaker with a microphone or a some 

kind of personal remote controller using normal PC, laptop or table PC by stand alone 

software or web-based user interface. In the near future all electronic appliances in a home 

will be networked [1][2]. 
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The internet of things (IOT) is the network of physical objects or “Things” embedded with 

electronics, software, sensors and network connectivity, which enable these objects to collect 

and exchanging data. IOT allows objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing 

network infrastructure, creating opportunity for more direct integration between the physical 

world and computer based system, and resulting in improve efficiency, accuracy and 

economic benefits.  

 

2.  CONTENTS 

2.1. Hardware Description 

ESP8266: Presently ESP8266EX is a chip with which manufacturer are making wirelessly 

networkable micro-controller modules. More specifically, ESP8266 is a system-on-a-chip 

(Soc) with capability for 2.4Ghz Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n, supporting WPA/WPA2), general 

purpose input/output (16 GPIO), inter-integrated circuit , Analog-to-digital conversion (10bit 

ADC),serial peripheral interface(SPI), I2S interfaces with DMA(sharing pins with 

GPIO),UART(on dedicated pins, plus a transit only UART can be enabled on GPIO2). It 

employs a32 bit RISC CPU based on the tensilica Xtensa L106 running at 80MHz. it has a 

64KB bootRAM. External Flash memory can be accessed through SPI [3]. 

 

The modules: Various vendors have consequently created a multiple of modules containing 

the esp8266 chip at their cores. Some of these modules have specific identifiers, including 

monikers such as “Wi07c” and “ESP-01” through “ESP-13”, while other modules might be 

ill- labelled and merely referred to by a general description- e.g- “ESP8266 wireless 

transceiver”. ESP8266 based modules have demonstrated themselves as a capable, low-cost, 

networkable foundation for facilitating end point IOT developments. ESPressif’s official 

module is presently the ESP_wroom-02 [4]. The AI thinkers are succinctly labelled ESP-01 
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through ESP-13. NODEMCU boards extended upon the AI-thinkers modules. Olimex, 

ADAfruit, SPArkfun, WEmo 

 

Figure.1. Circuit Connection of ESP Module 8266 

Relays: A relay is a simple electromechanical switch made up of an electromagnet and a set 

of contacts. Relays are found hidden in all sorts of devices. In fact, some of the first computers 

ever built used relays to implement Boolean gates. In this article, we will look at how relays 

work and a few of their applications. Relays are amazingly simple devices. There are four 

parts in every relay. 

 

Electromagnet, Armature that can be attracted by the electromagnet, spring, Set of electrical 

contacts which is shown in figure 2 & 3. A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many 

relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate a switch, but other operating principles 

are also used, such as solid-state relays. Relays are used where it is necessary to control a 

circuit by a separate low-power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one 

signal. The first relays were used in long distance telegraph circuits as amplifiers: they 

repeated the signal coming in from one circuit and re-transmitted it on another circuit. Relays 

were used extensively in telephone exchanges and early computers to perform logical 

operations. 

 

A type of relay that can handle the high power required to directly control an electric motor 
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or other loads is called a contactor. Solid-state relays control power circuits with no moving 

parts, instead using a semiconductor device to perform switching. Relays with calibrated 

operating characteristics and sometimes multiple operating coils are used to protect electrical 

circuits from overload or faults; in modern electric power systems these functions are 

performed by digital instruments still called "protective relays". Magnetic latching relays 

require one pulse of coil power to move their contacts in one direction, and another, redirected 

pulse to move them back. Repeated pulses from the same input have no effect. 

 

Magnetic latching relays are useful in applications where interrupted power should not be able 

to transition the contacts. Magnetic latching relays can have either single or dual coils. On a 

single coil device, the relay will operate in one direction when power is applied with one 

polarity, and will reset when the polarity is reversed. On a dual coil device, when polarized 

voltage is applied to the reset coil the contacts will transition. AC controlled magnetic latch 

relays have single coils that employ steering diodes to differentiate between operate and reset 

commands. 
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Figure.2. Relays 

Source: https://images.app.goo.gl/6xfbjfVn79YYVPzm8 

 

3. Design and Implementation 

In the project we embedded the ESP8266 Wi-Fi module with sugar cube relays to control 

devices wirelessly or from particular distance. Here we use hotspot configurations, that to 

achieve our project goal, first of all we create a hotspot channel to connect other devices and 

so ESP8266 .Then when we configure the correct IP address which is generated by the 

software for the other devices to connect. Remember the IP will be same cause the ESP 

module system is stable so the IP is always same [5].Here we use diodes in the circuitry of 

sugar cube relay arrangements to prevent the damages of back EMF which is generated by the 
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coil of relay’s inner circuitry. The capacitors used to stable the charge for coil to stay in set 

state as shown in diagram. 

 

 

Figure.3. Circuit Diagram 

4. Block Diagram 

 

 

Figure.4. Block Diagram 
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5. Working Module 

 

 

Figure.5. Working Module 

6. Conclusion 

The next phase for the home automation market will occur based on a few key improvements 

in the technology available in automation, such as improvements in wireless automation 

solutions as well as lowering of price points as the market begins to accept home automaton 

usage in larger volumes. Some trends that we foresee for this phase of the industry are Big 

companies like philips, Siemens & scheider will eventually bring out fairly mass market 

automation products with appealing user interface but at a lower price point today, and more 

people will be able to afford the products. Some foreign players will have niche in high and 

automation and focus fun the premium market. 
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